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Introduction: 
My Background and How I Know Marijuana Tracking Systems
About the Author – Elizabeth Porter, MSSM

I am a public health scientist with a background in systems management.  

I served as the chief information officer for one of the busiest regulatory districts in the US, overseeing the 
modernization of the reporting and tracking systems for regulating water.  My work history includes the 
development of complex land surveillance systems and reporting systems for a variety of applications.

I conducted hundreds of public interest reviews, participated in rule-making and legislative reviews.

I participated on both working and strategic national committees addressing issues in information collection, 
retention, benchmarking and information ethics.

I contributed to the development of state, federal and international data standards.

I managed systems acquisitions from small to major in scope, maintaining active contracting officer technical 
representative certification.

My training is in both science and engineering. 

I have no financial interests in the cannabis industry, cannabis tracking systems, or any alternative 
technologies.

I studied cannabis tracking systems on behalf of several national civil rights groups and patient advocacy 
groups for the last five years.
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Recommended Immediate Legislative Actions

• Remove Metrc CTS requirements for OMMP.
• Address critical Privacy, Digital and Health Equity concerns about 

mandate (see attached presentations that accompany testimony 
for details.)

• Revisit and triage reporting requirements for program 
accountability, state fee collection, product traceability and 
other safety issues.

• Require OLCC to convene an independent Information
Review Board (IRB) to advise OLCC in data ethics issues, 
data integrity and data quality; in articulating requirements, 
preparing acquisitions, and developing best information 
practices.

• Enact financial conflict of interest requirements for OLCC 
including post employment to prohibit revolving door in 
cannabis industry to CTS related technology vendors and 
consultants.
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OLCC Should Address Digital Inclusion and Cyber Security Risk of Program Immediately
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Include in HB2263 – More Details
OLCC Should:

• Remove OMMP Program from Metrc Reporting.

• Require background checks for all IT vendor staff, contractors and consultants who 
access Metrc that is commensurate with or more stringent than checks required 
of marijuana program licensees.

• Require OLCC IT system vendor to have escrow fund for identity protection 
restitution for patient PII compromises.

• Direct an independent (no prior contractual relationship) review of CTS since
OLCC is vested in this system and defensive of system performance.

• Convene IT Review Board to include privacy, digital equity, data quality and 
integrity, and consumer protection interests to ensure CTS information 
acquisitions and data procedures are safe, essential and in the public interest.

• Address information ethics in IRB to review requirements and OLCC SOPs.

• Enact strict financial conflict of interest rules preventing financial stakeholders 
from influencing requirements and subsequent acquisitions.

• Prohibit post OLCC employment in cannabis field or related IT field for 3 years.

• Address need to ‘air gap’ of all regulated community online reporting from OEMs, 
other states’ programs, etc.

• Conduct engineering economics  systems evaluation of impacts of reportable data 
versus value of data reported in guiding program.

• Coordinate with other state entities that address information integrity, community
right to know, digital access and support to underserved communities, for best 
practices to receive essential reporting data.
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Review data collection and reporting requirements carefully.
These have social justice implications.

What Health and Safety Requirements are Requirements 
(and Not Elective Data Mining) Are Necessary

to Justify Occupying Internet Bandwidth for Cannabis Reporting?

For Required Internet Reporting, Subsidies should be provided to bridge the “Digital Divide”, not 
exacerbate it.  Revisit “requirements”; revisit costs to include equity measures needed.

Marijuana Programs Have 
Info Technology Mandates
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OLCC tech requirements and acquisitions must be accountable and transparent.
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The increased reliance on  private sector developed reporting and surveillance 
systems leaves governments vulnerable to vendors promises of system functionality, 
costs and performance.  Relying on private vendor systems for public information, 
especially compliance and enforcement information, and health information, should 
be exercised with great prudence.
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Thank you for allowing me to testify on  
recommended additions to HB2263.


